Commercial Remodeling & Tenant Finish
Permit Checklist
Submit two copies of the plans with the items listed below for the type of permit you are applying for. Complete the permit
application including: Name, address, application date, and all of the contractor information that applies. All commercial
permits require a general contractor by State law. The building department will be notifying the General Contractor of the
status of the permit and will expect all communication to be through the contractor.
Remodeling
Spaces over 3000 sq. ft. and medical facilities or restaurants require a Utah State registered architect stamp,
signature and date.
Provide a floor plan showing what is there and what is changing i.e. (before & after plans.)
Floor plan of the entire space showing all wall openings, stairs, doors, closets and other spaces.
Label use of each room and space
Identify all space to be included in the area you wish to remodel with this permit
Fully dimension all spaces in area for permit
Show location of restrooms that the space uses even if the restrooms are not part of the remodel
Provide electrical, plumbing, and mechanical layouts as applicable to the remodel
Show floor elevations at all exterior doors, and interior doors that are part of the remodel. Landings at both sides of
doors must be flush.
If the building has a fire sprinkler system, a fire sprinkler plan must be designed by a fire sprinkler design company
and submitted to the building department for separate review.
Occupancies requiring Health Department review and approval must submit copies of their approval with the
application for permit.
Check off list above and sign indicating submittal is complete.
Applicant Signature

Tenant Finish
A tenant finish is the completion of a space that has not been finished previously (shell buildings.) If a space has been fully
stripped (to framing) of a previous finish then it would also be considered a tenant finish.
Spaces over 3000 sq. ft. and medical facilities or restaurants require a Utah State registered architects stamp,
signature and date.
Plans must show structural walls, columns, and structural roof system that are within the space or at the boundaries
of the space to be finished.
Show all existing fire rated walls/assemblies and their rating.
Identify building type of construction.
Show location of restroom facilities provided for the space even if they are not part of the tenant finish. Restrooms
outside of the finish may be required to be upgraded due to occupant load or occupancy changes.
Restrooms being added as part of the finish must meet all of the accessibility requirements of international codes and
standards.
Provide floor plan of tenant space with all walls, stairs, rooms, closets, halls and other spaces.
Show uses of all rooms within the tenant space.
Show all exists and any elevation changes in the space and at all doors.
Second floors or mezzanine floors must be drawn and designed by an engineer.
If the building has a fire sprinkler system, a fire sprinkler plan must be designed by a fire sprinkler design company
and submitted to the building department for separate review.
Occupancies requiring Health Department review and approval must submit copies of their approval with the
application for permit.
Check off list above and sign indicating submittal is complete.
Applicant Signature

